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1. Introduction 
 From the prohibition era 'rum runners,' to Indycar and NASCAR, a domestic lust for 
powerful motorcars has long consumed the United States and other North American markets. 
Out of this organic love for octane, the North American car market has produced many types of 
vehicle which are unlike any other. One particular collection of vehicles is fondly labeled the  
muscle car, an automobile class of international renown that has long been symbolic of 
American identity and cultural heritage. These deep roots of the muscle car phenomenon 
penetrate to the core foundation of post-war America. Every Sunday morning when the sun 
shines brightly one can witness the pleasant roar made by the cast iron heart of the American 
automotive tradition that has come to be known as the muscle car. Even when the sun does not 
shine, online journalists review new vehicles that claim descendance from this bold American 
tradition. The frequent use of the term 'muscle car' in a modern context raises some important 
questions about its nature.  
 The term  'muscle car' is most often used as a label for large and powerful American 
made vehicles; however, it is also commonly used to describe a plethora of powerful modern 
vehicles produced from Tokyo to Turin. For example, in Aaron Gould's article entitled "Top 10 
Modern Muscle Cars," England's Bentley Continental GT features in 10th place, while Japan's 
Infiniti G35 sits in 5th and Acura TL is in 4th. Aaron Gould is no amateur automotive journalist, 
as he has a decade and a half's experience and is also a consulting producer for Top Gear. In 
order to justify the Infinity G35's inclusion as a muscle car, Gould utilizes qualitative 
observations: "What we said about the TL applies equally here. Infiniti, however, has pushed it 
to the max, with bold styling and an award-winning V-6 engine. Drive this car and don't worry 
about the big V-8s of the past. You are the future. If only your future included those 60's GTO 
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prices." This quotation infers several manifest conclusions. Firstly, Gould genuinely believes that 
the Acura TL, a Japanese luxury sports sedan, participates in the muscle car genre. Secondly,  as 
Gould states that V-8 engines are a thing of the past, while he identifies the V-6 powered G35 as 
a muscle car, he infers that the particular engine types associated with a muscle car genre are 
dynamically linked to market trends, not the genre's traditional identity. Thirdly, and most 
notably, through an allusion to an attractive price point, Gould credits the roots of the muscle car 
genre chronologically to the 1960's and to cars in the likeness of the Pontiac GTO. 
 While the assertions made by Gould in his article may be questionable, he appropriately 
justifies them through the use of a summary description which reflects what he believes to 
constitute a modern muscle car:  
 Originally a muscle car could be described as a monster V-8 stuffed into a mid-size 
 Detroit sedan with whatever suspension mods [modifications] were available. Times have 
 changed. Now we describe a muscle car [as] any 4-seater with massive horsepower 
 (which could even come from a V-6), country of origin unimportant. If you want cheap 
 performance buy a sport compact but if your enthusiasm remains with the deep growl of 
 a multi-cylinder engine, the cars listed here should more than satisfy your 0-60 urges. 
 
To the generic critic, the above quotation functions as a rudimentary generic description; it is a 
discursive portrayal of the muscle car genre based upon its perceived formative characteristics. 
Unfortunately for those concerned with Gould's treatment of the muscle car pedigree, his 
description is one of only a handful of articles which provides a qualitative definition of any sort 
for the genre.  
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 In the case of Gould's article and many others, the term muscle car is no longer associated 
with a strong, freestanding genre that examples American's history of unique automotive 
expression. The term muscle car appears to have atrophied to an automotive legend, or simply a 
marketing term synonymous with any powerful four seat sedan apart from heritage or point of 
origin. Through generic critical analysis, this thesis paper seeks to quantify the problematic 
identity of the muscle car. By use of transparent and theoretically consistent analytic procedures, 
this paper seeks to identify the rhetorical principles behind the genre's characteristic form, 
thereby producing a qualitative framework. This framework will then be utilized as a tool to 
qualitatively assess modern vehicles that identify as muscle cars, in order to determine whether 
they actively participate in the muscle car genre. 
2. Overview of Critical Methodology 
 In Rhetorical Criticism Exploration and Practice, Sonja K. Foss defines the purpose of 
rhetorical criticism as a: "[Q]ualitative research method that is designed for systematic 
investigation and explanation of symbolic acts and artifacts..." (6). It is most common for 
rhetorical criticism in its many manifestations to focus on literature; however, as Foss states, 
rhetorical criticism is able to generate critical conclusions for a range of artifacts: "[I]t may be an 
instance of symbol use that is of interest to you and seems capable of generating insights about 
rhetorical process - a song, a poem, a speech, a work of art, or a building, for example" (10). The 
qualitative nature of the this research process, in its correct and relevant application, generates 
unique insights and significance congruent to an artifact's rhetorical nature. There are many types 
of rhetorical critical approaches; however, this thesis utilizes the generic critical methodology. 
While the use of other critical methods would also yield results of interest and relevance,  
generic criticism's focus is the most appropriate as it focuses on how "as rhetors develop 
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messages, genres influence them to shape their materials to create particular emphases, to 
generate particular ideas, and to adopt particular persona" (Foss 137). As a generic criticism 
concentrates on the particular emphases, ideas and personas integral to a genre's form, its specific 
methodology establishes conclusions that can most appropriately represent the  breadth and 
depth of the muscle car genre. 
 Through use of this generic critical procedure, the rhetorical strategy behind the muscle 
car genre can be qualitatively deciphered. The generic form of the muscle car is established by 
the fusion of three elements. The first of these elements Foss calls the situational requirements: 
"[S]ituational requirements or the perception of conditions in a situation that call forth particular 
kinds of rhetorical responses" (137). The second elements of any genre are its substantive and 
stylistic characteristics which are "features of the rhetoric chosen by the rhetor to respond to the 
perceived requirements of particular situations. Substantive characteristics are those that 
constitute the content of the rhetoric, while stylistic characteristics constitute its form" (Foss 
137). The third element of a rhetorical genre, Foss asserts, is the organizing principle or "root 
term of notion that serves as an umbrella label for the various characteristic features of the 
rhetoric" (137). This "umbrella notion" is itself partially formed by the conditions which 
motivate the artifact's rhetorical responses, namely the artifact's situational requirements.  
 While the organizing principle is the root notion that encompasses the genre's form, the 
genre's situational requirements can include, for example, the character of the market and target 
demographic, the impact of socio-historical conditions, the character of advertising relative to 
that of the production vehicle, the character of the production vehicle relative to the design 
specifications, and the character of the design specifications relative to consumer expectations. 
As the substantive and stylistic characteristics of the rhetorical genre constitute its form and 
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content, they would include the technical specifications of the vehicles examined, their outward 
aesthetic appearance, and any specific aesthetic features which differentiate the vehicle from 
those aesthetic features characteristic of other genres. While the use of generic critical 
methodology allows for the reduction of an uncharacteristically large and detailed picture of 
artifacts to their generic constructs, the methodology also has proportionately large risks.  
 One of the potential risks inherent in a generic criticism is the use of flawed data, or 
simply the selection of incorrect artifacts. As a genre's rhetorical strategy is reverse-engineered 
from an artifact or a collection of artifacts' features, it is imperative the artifacts selected most 
accurately represent the genre. For example, if this thesis selected its artifacts on the assumed 
basis that all 1960's V8 vehicles produced in Detroit are muscle cars, the information and 
conclusions attained from analysis would reflect this fact. In the specific case of muscle cars, it is 
important that the source material reflects the consensus of both the enthusiast community and of 
the manufacturer in its selection of valid artifacts. If the vehicles for analysis were to be selected 
upon any prejudiced generic criteria, due to prejudiced criteria, the subsequent analysis and 
conclusions would be invalid. In such a case where the author's opinion influences what artifacts 
and source material are chosen for analysis, the source evidence would be fallaciously cherry 
picked to support his assertions. This inadvertently causes the genre's identity to be partially 
constructed by the author's sampling bias.
1
 In order to produce a reliable generic rhetorical 
critique, the selection of artifacts for analysis must be strategically made with these risks in 
mind. 
 To combat the potential risk that sampling bias poses to the validity this paper, 
substantial effort is made to ensure that source material is derived from reliable sources. As the 
                                                 
1
 Ellen Taylor-Powell states in her article "What is Sampling Bias?" that such a bias consists of a 
"consistent error that arises due to the sample selection." 
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genre of muscle cars is an area subject to little academic exploration, many of the most reliable 
sources are either primary in nature, the consensus of the enthusiast community, or derived from 
non-academic literature on the subject. An author of such literature is Jeffery Zuehlke, who has 
written many factual automotive books which include: Classic Cars, Concept Cars and Muscle 
Cars. In Muscle Cars, Zuehlke provides factual information which pertains to the specifications, 
features and form of the original muscle cars, which he chronologically defines as: "[A] group of 
cars built within the United States from about 1964 to about 1972" (4). While neither Zuehlke's 
above statement or book are concerned with cars produced outside of this time frame, which is 
the later subject of this paper, it donates this thesis chronological criterion for source selection. 
Another reliable yet non-traditional source this paper utilizes is The Muscle Car Club website. 
Founded in 1995, The Muscle Car Club describes itself as a muscle car registry that "allows 
owners, perspective buyers, insurance companies, finance companies, and law enforcement 
agencies the ability to track and help preserve muscle cars and their history".
2
 Through its 
affiliations with law enforcement and other industries that depend upon accurate factual 
evidence, this is too considered as a reliable source. 
 The reliable and factual nature of The Muscle Car Club provides this thesis with a tabular 
representation of what particular cars are classified as muscle cars. While The Muscle Car Club 
acknowledges that "the actual definition of a muscle car, or what models were muscle cars, is a 
topic that is often disputed," such conclusions are used by law enforcement and insurance 
agencies, and are stated as the "general interpretation" of the muscle car community.
3
 As such, 
the clear yes or no classification of muscle cars that they provide is utilized as a second source of 
                                                 
2
 This quote is taken from the "ABOUT" section of The Muscle Car Club's website, which can 
be found at the following URL: http://www.musclecarclub.com/administrative/about.shtml 
3
 The figure which contains this assessment table can be found at the following URL:  
http://www.musclecarclub.com/musclecars/general/musclecars-definition.shtml 
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selection criteria for artifacts. By the incorporation of The Muscle Car Club's qualitative 
information and Zuehlke's chronological criteria, this project can confidently select artifacts of a 
valid nature. As these artifacts are foundational to the integrity and validity of this project's 
analysis, the use of reliable selection criteria ensures the project's artifacts are reliable, and thus 
provide an accurate foundation upon which a generic framework can be established.  
 This generic framework is formed by means of a  generic description, which is the 
process by which a rhetorical critic derives and forms a genre's framework. The integrity and 
accuracy of the thesis is dependent upon the solidity of this generic framework. It is crucial, 
therefore, that the artifacts conducive of this framework, or generic description, are selected on 
the basis of their integrity and relevance. The framework, for which these artifacts are sources of 
evidence, is later utilized to provided an assessment of generic participation. In summary, the 
project's ability to produce a valid generic description hinges upon the valid selection of original 
generic artifacts, while the project's relevance to the modern automotive market depends upon 
the choice of modern artifacts, which are analyzed for participation in the muscle car genre. 
  While the relevance of artifact is paramount to the project's success, the adherence to the 
generic critical methodology is also key. Today's automotive market is full of technological 
innovations and choices that were unavailable in the 1960's and 70's; therefore, the selection 
process of modern artifacts must integrate the principles of common sense - an integral 
component to any reliable analysis. It would be easy, for instance, to relate the differences in 
technology and economy of artifacts to the socio-historical conditions that surrounded their 
production. This is the territory of the Marxist critic, and accordingly depends upon Marxist 
assumptions of societal function, such as those evident but not evidenced in Aaron Gould's 
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article.
4
 Through strict adherence to the generic critical methodology and use of accurate 
artifacts, the conclusions of this thesis will remain untarnished by interesting but irrelevant 
concerns related to other critical approaches. 
 There are many possible artifacts which fulfill the project's stringent critical focus. In 
theory, while the analysis of one muscle car could suit the purposes of this analysis qualitatively, 
this would not be acceptable from a quantitative perspective. The use of a cross section of 
vehicles is necessary to formulate a balanced perspective.  With this consideration and the 
combined wisdom of Zuehlke and the Muscle Car Club in mind, it is necessary for these 
automotive artifacts to be first generation in order to entirely fulfill the project's selection criteria. 
Accordingly, this project focuses on the Ford Mustang, Chevrolet Camaro and the Dodge 
Charger. The Ford Mustang was sold in its first generation form from 1964 - 1973, while the first 
generation of the Chevrolet's Camaro was built from 1966-1969, along with the Dodge Charger's 
first and second generations which both satisfy the criteria as they were built 1966-1967 and 
1967-1970 consecutively. While the first and second generation of Dodge Charger are ostensibly 
the same vehicle as they sport only minor aesthetic changes, in the interest of consistency only 
the true first generation production model built from 1966-67 will be analyzed.  
 After the choice of vehicular artifacts has been made, the next concern is the medium 
through which they will be presented for analysis. As the medium of evidence this project 
consults also functions as an irremovable lens of biases, this medium of evidence needs to be 
carefully considered.  This is because such biases and perspectives may or may not be consistent 
                                                 
4
 In Gould's article he states that: "[T]imes have changed. Now we describe a muscle car (as) any 
4-seater with massive horsepower (which could even come from a V-6), country of origin 
unimportant". Such a description places the genre's identity at the mercy of the economic times, 
or the particular nuances of society at the time of production.   
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with one another, which could potentially result in contradictory conclusions. As a consumer 
product, there are many different mediums that present muscle cars. These mediums include, but 
are not limited to: magazine reviews, television reviews, radio advertisements, printed consumer 
reviews and manufacturer produced showroom literature. While each medium has its own merit, 
the artifacts in question are both designed and produced by the collective motives, imaginations 
and philosophies of their respective companies. With respect to this, showroom literature 
presents itself as an ideal source as it is consistent with the vehicle's purpose and character. 
While an AutoTrader article that describes the 1967 Charger would be a colorful and insightful 
source, a generic analysis based upon this material would be polluted by the author's biases and 
any vested interests either the author or editor may have. To maintain a valid perspective that 
minimizes the incursion and influence extraneous biases, the source material for this project will 
be strictly limited to period manufacturer showroom literature.  
 While the considered use of showroom literature as this paper's source material 
minimizes the number and influence of irrelevant biases, there is still the potential to perceive 
what at least appears as mixed messages. One such instance, it could be argued, is the noticeable 
difference in each manufacturer's pamphlet. Each pamphlet presents the vehicle in a style that 
differs aesthetically, lexically and in its tone of formality. It is my belief, however, that these 
stylistic differences present no challenge for this paper's integrity. This belief is validated by 
Foss in Rhetorical Criticism Exploration and Practice, where she states that: "[R]hetors develop 
messages, genres influence them to shape their materials to create particular emphases, to 
generate particular ideas, and to adopt particular persona" (137). As such, each brochure's 
discursive character represents the manufacturer's ideal image and the genre's influence upon 
their notion of this image. The accumulation of both the manufacture's perspective and the 
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genre's influence is therefore responsible for every angle of the vehicle's design, production and 
presentation within showroom literature. Any difference in the character of showroom literature 
between brands, therefore, is not problematic or contradictory, but representative and conducive 
of the artifact's individual identity and, ergo, as part of the genre's gross identity. 
 Another potential for contradictory sentiments to be drawn from showroom literature 
exists in the treatment of differing levels of vehicle specification. While a particular muscle car's 
chassis and body structure varies minimally across each trim level, the presentation and character 
of the artifact in related source material changes dramatically. The different prices of various 
trim levels represent appeals to different demographics, which are in turn framed differently 
rhetorically. Such a difference in rhetoric, if unaccounted for, could expose the project's 
conclusions to an array of contradictory language use, imagery, and ultimately give form to an 
inconsistent critical perspective. To deal with this potential rhetorical disparity, and to address 
the quandary of trim levels and artifact identity, in their definitions section The Muscle Car Club 
states that: "If there was a high performance version available, it gets the credit [for being the 
muscle car]". This denotation of the top performance level or trim of a particular model only as a 
muscle car is in keeping with the gross opinion of the enthusiast community for which The 
Muscle Car Club is a mouthpiece. This useful qualification minimizes the  potential for a 
critically polluted perspective caused by a difference in rhetorical tone. Such difference in  
rhetorical tone is often interested with vehicle's economy rather than its quirks, and as economy 
is a never considered a selling point or characteristic of muscle cars or their genre, such 
considerations are irrelevant to this analysis. It is worthy of note that while 'trim' is often 
associated with upholstery or other aesthetic concerns, in this context it refers to the vehicle's 
mechanical performance as well as any associated aesthetical upgrades. Upon reflection of The 
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Muscle Car Club's qualifications and the rhetorical conclusions that result, this project will 
consider the original manufacturer's top specification as the artifact for generic examination. 
More specifically these artifacts are the: Ford Mustang Cobra 427, Chevrolet SS350 Camaro and 
the Dodge Charger 426 HEMI.
5
 
 Once this group of 1960's muscle cars are critiqued to form the generic description, this 
generic description will then function as a critical device that is part yardstick, part sorting hat. 
The modern vehicles selected for the project's generic participation will then be measured against 
this framework and defined as either conforming or non-conforming to the muscle car genre. The 
use of this framework facilitates accurate qualitative conclusions, while it also discusses the 
reasons behind such conclusions. One artifact that will be measured against this analytical 
framework is the 2014 Equus Bass770. The Bass770, like all artifacts in this project, is designed 
and produced in Michigan. While the geographical place of production does not speak to a 
vehicle's generic attributes, the Bass770's showroom literature is very nonchalant in its 
declarations that: "[The Bass770 is] Muscle car legacy elevated to a new climax of blazing 
luxury and driving pleasure."
6
 Such declarations of generic kinship make the Equus Bass770 an 
ideal artifact for analysis, along with the 2014 Chevrolet Camaro SS.  
 While the Equus Bass770 claims to be "born of an abiding passion for genuine 1960's and 
1970's muscle cars," the 2014 Camaro SS evolves as both a cause and as a result of this passion.
7
 
Some automotive enthusiasts may say the Camaro is a reincarnation rather than an evolution. 
However, in either situation the 2014 SS benefits from nearly half a century's heritage and 
                                                 
5
 The numerical numbers represent the C.I.D or Cubic Inch Displacement of the model's engine. 
Generally, the higher this number, the more horsepower the vehicle has.  
6
 Figure 19. 
7
 Figure 18. 
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technological advances, courtesy of its former namesake. As such, the 2014 Camaro is used as 
the second artifact for analysis of generic participation. While all artifacts besides the 2014 SS 
are selected only with a view to producing the most fair, correct and illuminating conclusions, 
the selection of the Camaro over the 2014 Ford Mustang and Dodge Charger is based upon 
personal preference as well as these concerns. Such a selection over the Mustang or Charger is 
arbitrary in the sense that each potential artifact is equally qualified for selection as a source; 
therefore, this decision can be made on such grounds as personal preference.  
3. A Rhetorical Description of the Muscle Car Genre 
 A point which Frederic D. Schwarz raises in his American Heritage Magazine article is 
the relative affordability of the V-8 engine characteristic of the genre: "The V-8 engine fulfilled 
America's democratic ideal by making that thrill available to everyone". As the Fast Lane Classic 
Cars website explains, this fact is reflected by the relatively attainable price point of muscle cars: 
"A key appeal of the 1960s muscle cars was that they offered the burgeoning American car 
culture a selection of vehicles which were priced just within reach of young people...".
8
 This is a 
point worthy as note, as the muscle car would not be a successful genre of automobile if it priced 
unattainably.  While the affordability of the muscle car was integral to its success and popularity 
in the 1960s and early 70s, it was the characteristic design features which ultimately made 
muscle cars an attractive consumer choice in a thriving automotive marketplace. 
 The differentiating features of the muscle car which characterize its persona and 
uniqueness as the genre are a unique rhetorical response to perceived situational requirements. 
With respect to the muscle cars this paper examines, the manufacturer's showroom literature 
                                                 
8
 https://www.fastlanecars.com/Public/Muscle-Car.aspx 
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alludes to their genre as being a response to the consumer markets' perceived lust for freedom, 
purpose, and most of all, power. This is particularly evidenced by each manufacturers' use of 
metaphor. For example, the SS 350 Camaro is described as "the go machine that's all business" 
that sports "an authoritative new 350-cubic-inch V8" which together constitutes "the go machine 
look outside [that] tells everyone you've got the new 350 inside."
9
 Even the SS 350's custom 
interior is described by the superlative "boldest!" This use of metaphor demonstrates the SS 350 
as an artifact rhetorically designed and marketed in a way that projects authority: "[T]he 'SS 350' 
emblem appears with authority in the steering wheel center. [and] SS 350 models are 
appropriately shod with red striped tires."
10
 The color red in this context is also of significance, 
as it has connotations of aggression, ability and even blood. Such exploitation of the color red's 
symbolism is also evident throughout the showroom literature of the Mustang Cobra and the 
Dodge Charger. 
 As well as the frequent appearance of the color red in the 1967 Dodge Charger's 
showroom literature, the use of metaphors  that allude to power and aggression are consistent 
rhetorical feature. While the reader looks at a bright red Dodge Charger that is not even slightly 
juxtaposed against an identically colored bright red background in figure 9, they are told to "lash 
out at lazy luxury cars." This metaphor is notable as it encourages an act of aggression and 
violence against luxury vehicles, while it simultaneously identifies as, and differentiates from, 
the luxury vehicle market. This rhetorical response is of interest, as it utilizes the both 
traditionally masculine acts of aggression and also the American attributes of ability and hard 
work which are held in particularly high esteem. Dodge achieves this as they simultaneously 
differentiate the Charger's rhetorical form from that of other vehicles: "Here's luxury that really 
                                                 
9
 Figure 1. 
10
 Ibid. 
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works. (If this be treason, make the most of it . . . with Charger!)."
11
 Embedded in this metaphor 
are two key assumptions: that luxury vehicles tend to be lazy, and that vehicles with the ability to 
"haul wagon-sized loads" tend not to be luxurious. This places Dodge's first generation muscle 
car in a position apart from any vehicles of similar capabilities: "Most cars can live only one life. 
Charger changes its personality to suit your moods."
12
 While the Dodge Charger's presentation is 
littered with aggressive and authoritative connotations, it also demonstrates itself to be 
submissive as it changes its personality to meet your moods -- it is both aggressive and 
understanding. 
 The Ford Mustang Cobra embeds similar metaphorical allusions to those found within 
both the Charger and the SS350 Camaro's sales literature. While the use of actions 
stereotypically associated with masculinity are more subtle, the rhetorical response in figure 5 
suggests that the Mustang's prospective purchaser is also concerned with power, aggression and 
authority: "Mustang Mach I... new power play." This metaphorical allusion in likens Ford's 
Mustang to a decisive move of a powerful businessman or warlord, with connotations that 
suggest the intent to dominate the opposition. In a similar way to both the Charger and the 
Camaro, the Mustang's rhetoric not only seeks to empower the vehicle itself, but also act as an 
extension to the owner's authority: "Move out in your own power play."
13
 In the same figure, the 
perceived situational need for the Mustang's rhetoric to radiate masculinity extends to the form 
of the Mustang's engine, which is described as a "virile 428 4V Cobra..."
14
 In summary, the 
Mustang Cobra's rhetoric is crafted to make it appear as predatory, dominant, fast and fertile -- a 
                                                 
11
 Figure 9. 
12
 Ibid. 
13
 Figure 6. 
14
 Figure 5. 
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vehicle that embodies traditionally idealized patriarchal characteristics, which is further 
supported by the characteristic choice of a  bright red paint job.  
 While it is clear rhetorical emphasis is placed upon the value of masculine characteristics, 
much lexical and metaphorical rhetoric is designed to allude to equine culture. The specificity of 
these allusions, as demonstrated by the Camaro, Mustang and Dodge Charger's sales literature, 
represents a substantial rhetorical investment in equine history, ability and companionship 
unique to the genre. For instance, Wayne Blank asserts the word "Charger" has its etymological 
root in French word, of the same spelling, which means to carry.
15
 Apart from its etymological 
origin, its Anglo-Saxon adaptation finds its meaning as a noun which corresponds to a unit of 
cavalry. The equivocation this particular rhetorical response  acts to establish the muscle car as a 
vehicle that is strong, powerful and an able carrier of goods and people, while also being a 
vehicle which sports the aggressive and warlike characteristics of a cavalry unit at the right foot's 
request. Dodge's awareness of the word charger's epistemological roots and consequential dual 
meaning is both confirmed and utilized: "Saddle up full-sized dodge Charger and be a pacesetter. 
You might even form your own cavalry squadron."
16
 When reduced to its rhetorical intent, the 
Dodge Charger's name is constructed to deal with a very specific set of situational requirements. 
Such requirements are the conditions which Foss states "call forth  particular kinds of rhetorical 
responses," and these requirements are understood to include power, durability, aggression, 
innovation and functional space (Foss 137). This particular and highly marked rhetoric is also 
characteristic of that found within Ford Mustang and Chevrolet Camaro's sales literature, as well 
as being reflected by their nomenclature. 
                                                 
15
  Wayne Blank reference. 
16
 Figure 8. 
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 Like the Dodge Charger, the Ford Mustang's name rhetorically invests in equine culture. 
The freedictionary.com defines a Mustang as a: "[N]ative American horse... they are small, swift, 
hardy, and intelligent—well suited to plains conditions." The stylistic characteristics inferred by 
the selection of the Mustang's name, although remarkably less war-like than that of the Dodge 
Charger's, alludes to the swift enactment of traditional American values of hard work and 
perseverance. This rhetorically crafted relation to traditional American cultural values is no 
accident, and is also utilized by Chevrolet's choice of the name Camaro for their muscle car. 
While the word Camaro's etymological origin like the Charger is also Frankish, it does not 
directly allude to equine culture. Instead, according to "The Day the Panther Died" by Scott 
Settlemire, the Camaro's name encodes companionship. While the associated connotations of 
Camaro are much less equine than the Mustang, and much less aggressively marked and equine 
than that of the Charger, Settlemire states that General Motors also considered naming the 
Camaro after the notoriously aggressive North American "Panther" or "Wildcat." Even with the 
less aggressive connotations, the Camaro's rhetorical approach finds common ground with the 
Mustang and Charger as each presents itself not as a tool, but a strong, willing and dependable 
companion. 
 While the rhetorical allusions coerce to form the identity of the muscle car, they also 
allude to the nature of the purchaser. The emotive evocations encoded by the manufacturers are 
specifically crafted to meet the desires of muscle car's target demographic, as much as the car 
itself. Much can be learned, therefore, from the manufacturer's response to the perceived 
situational requirements. In this way, the rhetorical appeal to the traditionally venerated values of 
the American patriarch can be understood as both the manufacturer's rhetorical response, and as 
requirements desired by the consumer. Without such a consumer intent, the muscle car could not 
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exist as a product. It is necessary, therefore, for the genre's identity to reflect that of the consumer 
market. Witold Rybczynski demonstrates this principle in his article "The Ranch House 
Anomaly": "[H]ouses are not only investments, they are homes, and hence sources of personal 
pleasure and pride. Like clothes, they convey status and social standing; like cars, they tell 
people something about their owners. Thus, the decision to buy a house is emotional as well as 
financial." Interestingly, the  popularity of muscle shares more than one important parallel to the 
popularity of ranch houses. Both the ranch house and the muscle car are motivated by the 
situational requirements presented by the consumer, as consumers seek to invest in products 
which reflect their identity and where they perceive value. Beyond this, both the ranch house and 
the muscle car subtly represent American cultural and historical values.  
 The sprawling ranch house is a more modern interpretation of the frontier farmsteads of 
old, embodying the characteristic availability of space and opportunity found in North America 
by the European settlers. In a similar way, many values presented by the muscle car's rhetoric 
embody the values venerated in the work horses of old. The Mustang, Camaro and Charger's 
rhetorical structure, as evidenced by their nomenclature and other metaphorical allusions within 
their sales brochures, creates a resounding and unique impression as an automobile. This 
rhetorical embodiment is found in both the sales literature's treatment of the vehicles, and in the 
aesthetic and functional form of the vehicles themselves. 
 One does not have to carefully select which source presents the most clear representation 
of the muscle car's functional form. Each source, whether it pertains to the Mustang, Camaro or 
Charger is loaded with visual depictions which reveal clear rhetorical expression directionality. 
Perhaps the most literal expression of directionality, however, is evidenced by the Camaro in 
figure 1. In this section of the SS350's sales literature, the symbolic use of a red arrow inside a 
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black circle, a recurrent image throughout the Camaro's sales brochure, implies implicit forward 
directionality. Such forward directionality is rhetorically generated and supported textually as 
Camaro is described as having "going looks" and a "big V8" which ensures that of "those who 
get the stern view (they'll be many) will have to look quickly to spot the "SS350" emblem on the 
fuel filter cap."
17
 There is a shared relationship between the red arrow symbol, the metaphorical 
treatment and photographical presentation of the Camaro in sales literature, and the physical 
form of the Camaro. This relationship is created by Chevrolet's rhetorical response to the 
situational requirements, requirements necessary for the production and formation the muscle car 
concept, a concept whose rhetorical form demonstrates a strong sense of forward directional 
intentionality.  
 While the Chevrolet use a variety of interwoven rhetorical devices to represent the 
forward intent of  their Camaro, in the spirit of American competition, Ford and Dodge are not 
far behind. There are several instances of Dodge using devices that imply a rhetorical interest in 
forward directionality. For example, a recurrent image in their 1967 source material is a painted 
image of the word "GO," evidently painted by the blonde woman depicted beneath.
18
 The Ford 
Mustang's forward directionality is represented in the showroom literature by a multitude of 
devices which appeal to speed. Firstly, the Mustang model is described as being the "Mach 1." 
This label is of dual purpose as it identifies this model is the first Mustang, while it also alludes 
to the speed of sound. While few Americans would imagine this Mustang traveling at such a vast 
velocity, such an allusion to the so called sound barrier is patriotic, as this barrier was broken by 
American Chuck Yeagley in 1947, while it also demonstrates the Mustang's rhetoric is highly 
concerned with establishing speed. The linear nature of the Mustang, Charger and Camaro's 
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broad body structures are characteristic of muscle cars shape. Each vehicle is dominated by a 
hood which is uncharacteristically large and broad, or as Dodge describes it's charger's hood as 
"broad" and "gleaming."
19
 This takes advantage of the consumer's logical assumption that 
underneath a large hood must be a large engine, and that a large engine is capable of equally 
large speeds.  
 While the linear bodylines of the Ford Mustang, Dodge Charger and Chevrolet Camaro 
imply masculinity and their large hoods imply performance, such rhetorical allusions are 
incapable of generating any such speeds without a suitably powerful engine. This is where the 
real performance numbers come into play, the numbers which in real life actualize and legitimize 
the rhetorical focus upon directionality, of speed, aggression, and power. Every 1960's muscle 
car in this generic description  is powered by some variety overhead-valve V-8 engine. In the 
American Heritage Magazine, Frederic D. Schwarz goes as far as saying that the V-8 engine 
configuration is the basis for the muscle care genre: "Chevrolet Bel Air introduced the 'small 
block,' a light, inexpensive overhead-valve V-8 that started the 'muscle car' phenomenon. Its 
descendants still form the basis for today's Chevys." While Schwarz's assertion may over credit 
the V-8 with starting the phenomenon, the famous engine configuration is certainly key to the 
muscle car's identity. The cubic-inches of displacement of the motor, or CID for short, is a 
numerical representation of the engine's size -- the general rule for CID is that the higher the 
number, the higher the horse-power.  
 The Ford Mustang came with a "427 CID Cobra Jet" which generates 390 horse-power 
@ 5600 rotations per minute or RPMS, and 445 foot/lbs of torque, thanks to its large 
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displacement and high compression ratio .
20
  The SS350 Camaro is said to sport an "authoritative 
new" 350 CID V8 engine, which generates 295 horse-power, while being nearly 100 cubic 
inches of displacement smaller than Ford's 427 Cobra Jet.
21
 The Dodge Charger had the largest 
and most powerful of the V-8 engines. Utilizing its trademark hemispherical combustion 
chambered engine design, HEMI for short, the Charger generates 425 horse-power. These 
numbers may to many people assume the form of arbitrary statistics; however, within the muscle 
car genre they serve several purposes. A simple function of these engines is validate to the 
vehicles' rhetorically stylistic appeals to aggression, power and forward intentionality. The 
rhetorical appeal's receives backing from the substantial power generated by each decidedly vast 
V-8 engine. The rhetorical reach of the engine's power, however, far extends the kinetic motion 
they generate. 
 Each muscle car manufacturer utilizes the numerical size or named designation of their 
V-8 power-plant as visual evidence of its authority and ability. When Chevrolet states that the 
automotive users a SS350 Camaro owner will pass, "(of which there'll be many)" will "have to 
look quickly to spot the "SS 350" emblem on the fuel filler cap" it is no coincidence.
22
 The 
incorporation of vehicle specification rhetorically functions as a glorification of speed and 
power, and is congruent to and validating of the other rhetorical claims of muscle car genre. The 
Camaro features the SS350 emblem on the fuel cap, steering wheel, front fenders and on its front 
grille. In a similar way, the Ford Mustang incorporates their Cobra logo on the Mustang Mach 
1's fenders. While the Dodge's iconic HEMI 426 engine is equally integral to the Charger's 
identity, it is emblematically the dark horse of the pack, with only the assurance it "comes fully 
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armed" in the showroom brochure.
23
 In either respect, the power of the muscle car is wholly 
integral to the genre as it validates the rhetorical appeals to aggression, speed, equine culture and 
companionship, as Dodge illustrates: "Saddle up the full-sized Dodge Charger and be a 
pacesetter. You might even form your own cavalry squadron..."
24
 The characteristic use of 
rhetoric, as evidenced in the above quotation,  represents a fusion of elements which is similar in 
nature to the organizing principle of the genre. 
 In the same way that each muscle car is the physical fusion of thousands of parts, the 
organizing principle is the organic fusion of the muscle car genre's mutual rhetorical 
investments. The organizing principle must take into account the situational requirements, 
substantive and stylistic elements as deduced from the source material. With this in mind, 
physically the muscle car presents itself as an affordable performance vehicle with two doors, a 
large V-8 engine and large dimensional proportions. Rhetorically, these vehicles invest in and 
appeal to images of war, dominance, equine culture, hard work, speed and directionality. Each of 
the rhetorical investments is characteristically masculine in nature, a fact reflected by the bold 
and boxy body lines which are themselves associated with masculinity. To conclude this generic 
description in a way which incorporates all of the genre's formative rhetorical characteristics, the 
organizing principle of the muscle car is that of an affordable and linear expression of idealized 
patriarchal dominance, nouveau-Western-Frontierism, and American democratic ideology. 
4. Introduction to Generic Participation: 
 In this next and final section of the thesis, the paper returns to the two previously selected 
artifacts which claim the identity of modern muscle cars. To conclude, these artifacts will be 
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analyzed qualitatively in order to establish whether they participate in the muscle car genre. As 
aforementioned in the introduction, such an analysis is termed a generic participation. In this 
generic participation, the two modern artifacts will be measured against the generic framework 
provided by the rhetorical critique of the 1960's muscle cars earlier in this paper. Similarly, the 
source of information for this qualitative analysis will remain strictly limited to the 
manufacturer's showroom literature. 
5. Generic Participation: An Analysis of the 2014 Chevrolet Camaro SS 
 The first of the two modern automotive offerings to be analyzed is Chevrolet's 2014 
Camaro SS. It is an automobile with an impressive amount of history attached to its name, and 
an equally impressive reputation to live up to. While the 1960's Camaro SS350 is one of the 
founding members of the muscle car genre, the 2014 Camaro SS is several generations removed 
from its founding father. In the 2014 manufacturer's sales brochure, the characteristic use of 
rhetoric that perpetuates masculinity and dominance is also manifest. This is demonstrated by the 
description of the Camaro as being "unmistakable, unmatched" while sporting "deep-set eyes to 
sculpted rear shoulders."
25
 This masculine personification is rhetorically similar in form to the 
1967 Dodge Charger, which is described as a "pacesetter" with a hood that is "broad," a 
characteristic stereotype of masculine form. The 2014 SS's sales literature also utilizes a 
rhetorical appeal to speed and dominance as it states the Camaro SS is: "Always competition-
ready.... which combines the white-knuckle performance elements of the ZL1 and SS with a 
decidedly aggressive attitude of its own."
26
 While this masculine rhetoric is consistent with that 
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of the Camaro's forefathers, there are characteristics of the Camaro's rhetorical poise which are 
inconsistent.  
 Along with a rhetorically manifest interest to appeal to masculinity, the Camaro utilizes a 
appeal to emotion that is inconsistent with the genre of the 1960s. It is described as "beauty that 
works" and "the shape of the Camaro is pure emotion."
27
 Beauty and pure emotion are 
sentiments which are stereotypically associated with femininity. In this way, such rhetorical 
allusions are inconsistent with the muscle car genre's organizing principle. While the 1967 
Charger is said to "change its personality to suit your moods," which is the closest appeal to 
emotion in the 1960's source material, the focus is on dominance.
28
 While it is assumed the 
emotional persona of the Dodge Charger changes, this change is itself a rhetorical appeal to 
dominance. By the use of the pronoun "your" in "suit your moods," the personality change of the 
Charger is not innate but instilled by the personality of the owner, one who is assumed by Dodge 
to be emotively provoked by the statement: "[L]ash out at lazy luxury cars."
29
 By an appeal to 
beauty and emotion, the Camaro risks deviating from the genre's organizing principle; however, 
this is not the case. 
 The vast majority of the Camaro's sales literature is every bit as directional, aggressive 
and competitive as that of the 1960's muscle cars. Even Chevrolet's unabashed use of the color 
red and its inferred connotations of aggression remain principally the same in their 2014 
Camaro's sales literature. The directionality and power of the Camaro is also consistent with that 
expected from the muscle car genre. It's arrow-like front end, extremely similar to that of the 
1967 350SS Camaro, demonstrates that this is a car that splits the air at will, rather than one 
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which bows to aerodynamic principle. While the appeal to beauty is uncharacteristic of the 
muscle car genre, Chevrolet's statement also subtly encodes characteristic features of the genre: 
"SS - beauty that works."
30
 Like the 350 SS of the 1960s which "go machine that is all business" 
and the 1960s Dodge Charger which "carries four in stride and hauls wagon sized loads," the 
2014 SS Camaro's rhetoric also appeals to the American ideal of honest hard work.
31
 By stating 
that the 2014 SS Camaro indeed works, and in fact "goes all out," the Camaro's rhetorical form is 
again consistent with the muscle car genre's characteristic focus on the idealized American 
principles of hard work and success.
32
 
 The substantive rhetorical characteristics of the 2014 SS Camaro's form are also 
consistent with the genre's expectations. Its form is characteristically masculine in the use of  
straight lines, while it also sports "SS-specific grille and lower extensions" which function as a 
manifest glorification of its speed and afford it an "aggressive look that is nothing short of pure 
adrenaline."
33
 While the rhetorical focus of the Camaro's body is one which appeals to 
aggression and  directionality to generate adrenaline in an onlooker, this rhetorical appeal is 
either swiftly validated or destroyed by the power-plant's performance. On this front, the 2014 
SS also does not fall short, as it sports a "timeless Chevrolet V8 engine" which "puts down 426 
horsepower and 420 lb.-ft of torque."
34
 While in other genres of vehicle horsepower is equated to 
the vehicle's top speed as validation, the Camaro's sales literature does not make this connection. 
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Instead, the 2014 SS equates this power to "nonstop force" which will "intimidate any would-be 
competitor."
35
 
 From analysis of the 2014 SS Camaro's sales brochure, it is apparent that as an artifact it 
broadly fulfills the criteria necessary to participate in the muscle car genre. With respect to price, 
the SS Camaro's starting price of $33,355 also represents attainability to the average American, 
another formative feature of the genre.
36
 In some cases, the 2014 SS's appeals to emotion are 
uncharacteristic of the genre; however, they encode the American ideals of hard work and the 
companionship represented by the etymological root of the noun Camaro. In conclusion, the 
inconsistencies found in the 2014 SS's sales literature are not expansive, and such inconsistencies 
are vastly outnumbered and outgunned by appeals to aggression, dominance and power. The 
combination of these rhetorical appeals and the Camaro's masculine form and large V-8 engine 
gives it "presence you can't ignore," as the 2014 Camaro SS appropriately participates in the 
muscle car genre.
37
 
6. Generic Participation: An Analysis of the 2014 Equus Bass770 
 While the 2014 Chevrolet Camaro SS has a clear lineage that extends from the root of the 
muscle car genre, the 2014 Equus Bass770, this paper's second modern vehicle for analysis, does 
not. The Bass770 is marketed as being "born of an abiding passion for genuine 1960's and 1970's 
muscle cars."
38
 While it assumes a birthright into the genre through its passionate conception 
design characteristics, the Bass770's overall rhetorical function deviates from that of  the muscle 
car genre's qualitative framework. This can be seen by contrasting means by which the Bass770 
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identifies itself relative to the 1967 Dodge Charger, which rhetorically asks the reader: "Why 
play with other pony sized fastbacks?" This rhetorical question functions to differentiate the 
Dodge and defame its competitors. Instead of such an aggressive marketing approach which is 
characteristic of the genre, Bass770's rhetoric is clearly more interested in justifying its generic 
participation. While this disparity represents a dissonance between the Bass770's identity and 
that of the muscle car genre, many of the 770's features are in fact consistent with the genre's 
framework. 
 The stylistic presentation of the Equus Bass770 as "a brand new muscle car" which 
reflects "an abiding passion for genuine 1960's muscle cars" is achieved on the aesthetic and 
formative level. The car is visually intimidating and utilizes stereotypically masculine design 
characteristics such as a broad, linear profile that functions rhetorically to suggest power and 
prowess.
39
 These suggestions are validated by an aluminium supercharged 640 hp V-8 engine 
known by its production code LS9.
40
 The LS series of V-8 motor has a long history with 
Chevrolet, and a variant of this motor is found in the 2014 Camaro SS. Equus attempt to 
capitalize upon the engine's historical context using metaphors that allude to the LS9's auditory 
characteristics: "[The LS9] produces a 'sound signature [that] is characteristic of 1960's and 
1970's muscle cars, easing from a soft, elegant breathiness when cruising to a raging growl when 
the beast is unleashed.'"
41
 It is uncharacteristic of the muscle car genre to present their engines in 
a rhetorically sensual manner as exhibited in the Bass770's literature. Instead, the genre typically 
utilizes the physical specification of the engine as a means of rhetorically establishing the 
engine's perceived characteristics. This is particularly evidenced by the SS 350 Camaro's 
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inclusion of the engine's displacement in its name. The closest relation to such an metaphorical 
representation is exhibited by Ford's name for their 427 V-8 the Cobra Jet.
42
 The utilization of 
"Cobra" noun and the consequent badges which show the inclusion of this engine in a particular 
vehicle are the limit of Ford's use of Cobra imagery. At no point do Ford extend this Cobra 
metaphor to represent their engine's characteristics through the "hissing of the Cobra," or "when 
the cobra bites." Even if the Bass770 attains the "authentic style" it claims, the rhetoric used to 
present this is certainly not authentic or representative of the muscle care genre. 
 The rhetoric that motivates the Equus Bass770's name choice is somewhat congruent to 
that of the genre. The noun Equus is derived from the Latin word meaning horse, and is a Latin 
noun that represents the Ice Age horse that lived in North America according to the North 
Dakota Geological Survey. The name Equus is, therefore, carefully crafted to represent the 
resurgence of an extinct American breed. Such thoughtful grounding of the brand's name in 
etymological concept could indeed have provided the company an excellent design philosophy. 
Unfortunately, instead of an exciting attempt to both reinterpret and revive the American muscle 
car, Equus' rhetoric is more concerned with transcending the genre's boundaries: "A new 
American milestone in high-end automobile history."
43
 Such an inconsistent tone presents the 
Equus Bass770's rhetorical purpose as ambiguous. This is further evidenced by Equus' claim that 
the Bass700 has "timeless elegance" and "authentic style" as it "sets a new reference in the 
international luxury automobile class as a brand-new muscle car bringing together the best of the 
21st century american technological savoir faire."
44
 With respect to the 1960's muscle cars which 
form the genre's identity, in no instance is such rhetorical emphasis placed upon setting a new 
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luxury standard. The contradictory rhetorical tone is best evidenced by the oxymoron produced 
when the brand new 2014 Equus Bass770 claims to be "new milestone... in... history."
45
  
 While the Bass770's rhetoric is intent upon generating luxury, another notable rhetorical 
function alluded to by the Equus Bass770's showroom literature is its perceived self-importance. 
This is inferred by the uniform capitalization of its name, which is consistently presented in 
showroom literature as the "EQUUS BASS770." The use of capitalization differentiates the 
Equus Bass770 from other nouns within its literature. It is reasonable to infer that as the Equus 
Bass770 under the subtitle "CRAFTSMANSHIP" claims to be manufactured "with the most 
reliable and meticulously designed components," that this meticulousness extends to their 
showroom literature.
46
  If this is the case, a particularly alarming observation becomes apparent 
in the form of noun capitalization. While the Equus Bass770 remains capitalized, the "American" 
in "american technological savoir-faire" is not capitalized.
47
 This is entirely inconsistent with the 
pro-American idealism that constitutes such a large portion of the genre's organizing principle. 
 Part of the muscle car's identity is its relative affordability, which reflects the American 
spirit of egalitarianism and ultimately constitutes a part of the American Dream. The Equus 
Bass770's rhetoric never seeks to involve itself with attainability, and perhaps this is longest nail 
in the coffin that buries the Equus Bass770's assumptions of generic entitlement. The Equus 
Bass770 rhetoric isolates many of the traditional purchasers of muscle cars as it assumes they 
wish to be "transported into the privileged universe" and is compared to a "flawless jewel, a 
collector's piece with a gutsy pioneer spirit."
48
 The sheer lack of understanding of the genre is 
communicated clearly by the assumption of metaphorical validity between a "flawless jewel" and 
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the "gutsy pioneer's spirit."
49
 The presentation of contradictory rhetorical intent incompatible 
with the muscle car genre is further evidenced by its price. In the sales literature, Equus Bass770 
comes "fully equipped" from $250,000, or "bespoke" from $300,000.
50
 
 While the Equus Bass770 is nothing short of visually striking, the rhetorical intent behind 
its design, production and presentation are almost entirely inconsistent with the organizing 
principle of the muscle car genre. The characteristic masculinity of its design features such as its 
large powerful V-8 engine, straight body lines and aggressive stance, are lost in its persistent 
rhetorical over-sensualisation. While all of the ingredients are present for the Equus Bass770 to 
be a bold new muscle car, this is clearly not its intent. In conclusion, instead of participating in 
the muscle car genre, or even seeking to participate in the muscle car genre, the Equus Bass770 
is an automotive wolf in sheep's clothing. It seeks simply to exploit the genre's formative 
characteristics and iconic reputation in the hope of financial gain, and this is implicitly asserted 
as Equus seeks to "provide a real DREAM car, a car that puts you in the seat of a movie director 
as well as the main character" which in no way correlates with "the genuine feelings of original 
Muscle Cars" that they seek to attain.
51
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